Intracellular micropolarity is essential in several metabolic processes, as it controls membrane permeability, regulating the fluxes of molecules and energy. Here we describe a method for the determination of the micropolarity in living cells using spectral confocal microscopy. The method is based on a phasor analysis of spectrally resolved images of live cells, labelled with the solvatochromic probe Nile Red. An application is provided to extract a polarity profile from the acquired Spectral datasets, which represent the contribution of hyperpolar, polar and non-polar lipids, and to generate a micropolarity map at submicrometric spatial resolution. A metabolic parameter, representing a quantitative index of the fatty acid-triacylglycerol turnover, is also furnished. This method allows a functional profiling of cells and tissues and the detection of metabolic imbalances between lipid storage and usage.
Method details
Membrane micropolarity is one of the main regulators of the fluxes of molecules and energy in several metabolic processes. Lipid metabolism can determine changes in intracellular micropolarity by altering the composition of intracellular membranes and disorders in the lipid balance has been frequently associated to many different kinds of metabolic, cardiovascular and neurodegenerative diseases. Indeed, Free Fatty Acids (FFA) and acyl-CoA, that can be used to produce energy, have highly polar head groups, whereas lipids as cholesterol esters and triglycerides, which are mainly used as energy storage, have neutral head groups. Phospholipids and other biosynthetic products, with structural and signaling roles, are generally characterised by an intermediate polarity. In this article, we report the detailed protocol for the determination of the intracellular micropolarity by a confocal spectral imaging approach combined with the phasor-based analysis. The method, presented in [1] , is designed to provide a fast and accurate technique for the classification of the intracellular micropolarity relying on the spectrally resolved confocal microscopy. The physical phenomenon underlying this method is the highly solvatochromic behaviour of the lipophilic fluorophore Nile Red, whose emission spectra shifts from yellow to red with the increasing degree of polarity of the environment [2] . This property is employed for mapping and characterizing intracellular micropolarity as well as its regulation by lipid metabolic processes [1] . The emission spectrum can be measured pixel by pixel with a confocal microscope equipped with a spectral detector, and quantified with a phasor based algorithm [3] . The phasor method [4, 5] assigns to each pixel spectrum two coordinates (G and S), obtained from the normalized Fourier Discrete transform of the emission spectrum:
In the Eqs. (1) and (2) Ii is the intensity of the signal recorded at the i-th channel, Dl is the width of the spectral detector channels ((l max Àl min )/n ch ). The G and S coordinates of each pixel are used to create a 2-D histogram, which is called the phasor plot [1] . Reference spectra of pure lipids allows to identify and select three regions in this plot, classified according to their micropolarity (Non-Polar (NP), Polar (P) and Hyper-Polar (HP)). The phasor analysis enables a polarity driven segmentation for hyperpolar, polar and non-polar micro-environments in the membranes visualization, and for a polarity profile of the sample. Moreover, since the overall state of intracellular micropolarity reflects the activation state of the lipid storage and catabolism network, a quantitative index is provided, which summarise the metabolic state of the network regulating fatty acid-TG turnover. This index consists in the average angle u p formed by the points laying in the phasor plot and the G axis [1] . The whole protocol is schematized in the graphical abstract. This simple classification in three groups and the u p index can
give a direct and immediate tool to visualize and quantify changes and differences in the membranes composition and state with a pixel resolution but it cannot provide an exact characterization of the whole lipidic species which can be present in the environment or their fraction within a single pixel. In this manuscript we will show data and measurements obtained on cells cultures, but the method is directly applicable also to tissues which are easily labeled by the cell permeant probe Nile Red [6] .
Required equipment and software

Materials
Nile red probe (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA, CN N1142). Sample (cultured cells, tissues or living organisms). Slides, plates or dishes for confocal microscopy (VWR, USA, CN 470210-568). Standard 250 mm-square mesh grids for transmission electron microscopy (Sigma-Aldrich, USA, CN G1403). Reference lipids (see Table 1 ).
Equipment
A Confocal microscope equipped with
An excitation laser line in the range 450-500 nm, to achieve the best sensitivity. A spectral detector with a detection range from 580 nm to 660 nm, or larger.
For this study we have used the A1-MP confocal head (NIKON, Japan), an inverted microscope (Eclipse Ti-e, NIKON, Japan) equipped with a 60x objective (1.4 NA), a 32 channels spectral detector (A1 DUS spectral detector Unit, NIKON, Japan), and a laser excitation module tuned to 488 nm (LU-N4 laser unit, LD laser, Output power at the fiber end of 15 mW, Nikon, Japan). Since the aim of the method is to characterize the micro-polarity of the lipidic environment with pixel resolution is important to use an objective with a high magnification (40x or higher). Nile Red emission spectrum range from 500 nm to about 750 nm, which are the lower and upper limits of the detectors that is possible to use. The method was tested with a variable number of channels (from 16 to 32) with different channel width (from 2.5 nm to 10 nm). The system is also equipped with an on-stage incubator (OKOLAB, Italy) set at T = 37 AE 0.3 C, %5 CO 2 . The on-stage incubator is optional, but room-temperature has to be kept fixed to avoid temperature induced spectral-shifts in Nile red (tolerance 1%). 
Reference Lipids
The measurements on reference lipids are strictly necessary only if there are some differences from our settings in the excitation wavelength (488 nm) or in the number and the range of the spectral detectors (32 channels, from 580 to 660 nm). Otherwise, it is possible to directly use the masks we provide with this article, avoiding buying the references lipids and repeat the measurements.
We used the reference lipids listed in the Table 1 . Briefly, lipids were dissolved in ethanol (1 mg/ml). Then, 10 ml of lipid/ethanol solutions were dropped onto standard 250mm-square mesh grids for transmission electron microscopy. Ethanol evaporation (30 min at room temperature followed by 30 min at 37 C) resulted in the progressive concentration and accumulation of lipids along the grid borders (Graphical abstract, A). Grids were subsequently covered with 50 ml of 300 nM Nile Red in PBS for 15 min and then observed with the same confocal spectral imaging settings used for observing cells.
Image acquisition
The procedure here reported is based on the use of the software NIS-Elements (Nikon, Japan) and the experimental setup described in the previous paragraph, but it can be easily adapted to similar equipment. These procedures are thought for helping any researcher to make the image acquisition, especially the ones who are not expert in the confocal microscopy field. The procedure is almost the same for both the acquisitions on the references and the samples, and minor differences will be underlined in the following procedure.
1 Turn on the microscope and launch the NIS-Elements AR 4.60.00 (or newer) acquisition software (Nikon, Japan). 2 To achieve optimal results, choose the objective with the highest magnification. We have utilised a 60x oil immersion objective (1.4 NA); in this case, it is necessary to put a drop of oil in the interface between the dish and the objective lens before starting the measurements. 3 Place the dish, or other kinds of support, on the microscope sample holder. (Note: As outlined above, it is important to avoid strong variations in temperature during measurements, to avoid temperature induced Nile red shifts and a wrong interpretation of results).
4 Set the excitation and acquisition parameters with the NIS software. Open the ribbon "View" > "Acquisition Control" > "A1plus Compact GUI" from the main window (Fig. 1) . Push the SD button to switch on the spectral acquisition mode, and then click on the wheel icon in the same line of the panel (indicated with a red square in Fig. 1A ). The spectral settings window opens (Fig. 1B) , allowing to choose the excitation line and the detector range. Select the desired laser line (in the range 460-550 nm) from the first pop-up menu in the upper-right panel (blue square 1). In our settings, we used the cyan laser (wavelength 488 nm). Make sure to check the box at the left of the selected wavelength and to uncheck the box of the other excitation lines. From the same panel, it is also possible to set the number of the detector channels (32) and the wavelength resolution (2.5 nm) (upper left blue square 2), as well as the Start and the End of the range (respectively 580 nm, and 660 nm, lower right blue square 3 and 4). Push OK to save the settings and return to the Main Window. It is fundamental to use these same settings (excitation wavelength, range, number of Fig. 1 . The three panels of the NIS software from which it is possible to configure the most important settings of the acquisition. The A1plus Compact GUI window (A) of the SD mode acquisition allows to select the resolution (1024), the number of the line averages (;2x), the Pinhole dimension (1.2 AU) and both the Si HV gain and the laser power through the laser bars. Clicking on the settings icon (red square in A) opens the window (B) for the settings of the excitation line and the spectral detector range. We selected the 488 nm laser line (blue rectangle 1) and a 32 channels spectral detector (blue rectangle 2) with a resolution of 2.5 nm (blue rectangle 2), from 580 nm (blue rectangle 3) to 660 nm (blue rectangle 4). (C) The A1 plus Scan Area window allows to select the acquisition region and the zoom level.
channels and resolution of the detector) for all the measurements, both on the reference lipids and on the samples. Even a slight difference in the settings could lead to significant shifts in the phasor plot. 5 Before searching the focus and the field for the acquisition, set the pinhole radius dimension to achieve an optical sectioning of the sample. A common practical compromise to have both good zresolution and a strong signal is to set the pinhole radius value close to 1 Airy units (AU). If the signal is weak it is possible to slightly increase the pinhole radius, but it will also enhance the number of photons from outside the focus plane which reach the detector, therefore the noise. The images showed in this manuscript were acquired using a pinhole radius of 1.2 AU (A1plus Compact GUI window on the NIS software, Fig. 1A ). Set the Si HV (the detection system gain, bottom of Fig. 1A) at high values but not at the extreme ones (less than 90% of the whole range) and the laser power (bottom of Fig. 1A , below the Si HV slide bar) at low values, i.e. we use to keep it below 10. 6 If the sample is thin and transparent enough use the transmitted light to roughly find using the oculars the focus (eye light path). After that, turn off the lamp, switch to the laser path, press on the Remove Interlock button on the NIS A1plus Compact GUI window (Fig. 1A) and push on Scan to start lasering. Move slowly in the vertical axes to adjust the focus and then search in the horizontal directions a good field for an acquisition. For the images acquisition on the reference's lipids is necessary to focus on the regions where lipids accumulate, usually close to the grid borders. At this stage, set the number of pixels per column/line (Size) to 512 and the line average value to Normal (line below). These settings are required to speed up the image update and facilitate the search. If even at focus the signal is too low, turn up the Si HV and/or the laser power (bottom of Fig. 1A ). In regulating these values, the user should consider that the overall aim is to get the highest signal to noise ratio (SNR) without damage the sample and saturate pixels, especially during the image acquisition (point 7). An higher operating voltage of the PMT (si HV) increase image brightness, but at the same time augment electric noise, and it is also possible to enter in the non-linear region of the detector. We usually keep the value below the 80%-90% of the range, which means less than 225 in the NIS settings. Otherwise, increasing the laser power improves the SNR, but can damage the sample and induce photo-bleaching effects. We usually use low values of the laser power, if possible below 10% of the maximum, especially while regulating the focus or searching for the field of acquisition. 7 Once the field is found, stop the Scan and change the parameters for the acquisition. Adjust the resolution to have a pixel size of about 200 nm (we fix Size to 1024, Fig. 1A ). To reduce the signal to noise ratio, perform line averaging (line average to ;2x or even more,see the line below of the same panel) and set the optimal dwell time (we set Frame/sec to 1 / 2 , if the signal is low increase this value). Then, open the window A1 plus Scan Area ("View" > "Acquisition Control" > "A1plus Scan Area", Fig. 1C ) to get a 2X optical zoom (by setting Zoom = 2). Select the acquisition region by moving the red square on the desired part of the field, and then right click on the square to activate the selected area (the colour of the square change to green). Push again on the Scan button and, if needed, optimise the Si HV and the laser power values. Variations in the excitation power as well as in the detector gain are allowed since the analysis relies on normalised emission spectrum values. It is crucial regulating both these values to limit as much as possible the presence of saturated pixels in every channel because they can significantly alter the shape of the emission spectrum; the NIS software, like all the other principal software used for the image acquisition, allows to directly visualize them on the images both during live visualization of the sample and on the acquired images. 8 Push on Capture button (Fig. 1A) to acquire the image.
The success in segmentation of the lipids which will be described in the next sections is based on the quality of the images acquired, both of references and of samples. If the noise component is relevant, the distribution of the point in the phasor plot is wider and shifted closer to the origin of the G and S axis. In this case the segmentation can lose specificity. The "despeckle" filtering of the images that will be described in the next sections can just reduce the impact of the stochastic noise on the calculation of the phasor coordinates, so it is important to follow the suggestion given in the previous points and all the precautions to make good acquisitions and reduce background and noise.
Installation of the analysis software
Image processing and the whole phasor-based analysis can be performed with the stand-alone application PhasorM that we furnished with this article. The software was originally written using Matlab language (Mathworks, USA), and then converted to an executable file runnable even on computers which do not have Matlab through the automatic installation of the MATLAB Runtime library.
1 Double click on the PhasorM_installer file and wait until it installs the PhasorM.exe. 2 Open the PhasorM application by clicking on PhasorM.exe icon.
Analysis of the reference ROIs phasor plot for the masks creation
Image pre-processing
The first step consists in the determination, on the phasor plot, of regions of interests (ROIs) correspondent to the spectral emissions of reference lipids (see Table 1 ). These lipids are grouped according to the polarity headgroup in three classes: polar (P), non-polar (NP) and hyperpolar (HP). If the same excitation wavelength (488 nm) and spectral detectors (32 channels, from 580 to 660 nm) are used, there is no need to perform this step, since it is possible to relay on already determined regions. In this case skip ahead to Image Analysis section, in the next paragraph and use the files NP_Mask_95_noOverlap.mat, P_Mask_95_noOverlap.mat and HP_Mask_95_noOverlap.mat for recalling the masks.
To get the phasor fingerprint of the reference's lipids, we need to isolate them in the spectral images by cropping the sections where they accumulate. This operation has to be made before the analysis, by using any image processing software. Here we have used the open-source program ImageJ [7] (NIH).
1 Open the image in Image-J 2 Perform a "despeckle" of the images (menu "Process" > "Noise" > "Despeckle") to ease the noise contribution in the spectral references data. This led to a more accurate determination of the region in the phasor plot associated to a specific micropolarity, by reducing the dispersion and the shift of the G and S values induced by the effect of noise. This operation can also be done with other similar software or directly with PhasorM. 3 As shown in the Graphical abstract (A), select a region within the grid where the lipid density is high and in which there are no artifacts (impurities or scratches). Lipids accumulations are clearly visible along the grid borders or at the centre part of the grid. 4 Crop the selected area (menu "Image" > "Crop")
Masks creation
This step consists in processing reference images to build the masks on the phasor plot that will be used for identifying three different classes of lipids in the spectral images of cells.
Important: the application can only read tiff files, so if the images stacks are saved with other extension, convert them in a tiff format with other image analysis program or directly from the software used for the acquisition (i.e. NIS).
You can follow these instructions and create your own masks:
1 Open PhasorM application. 2 Select the ribbon "File" > "Open stack of images" and choose a stack of images of the reference lipids. This operation generates the phasor plot of the selected stack which is shown in the main window (at the left) with the overlap of the images (at the right).
3 Save the phasor data in a. mat file (for example test1.mat) that will be used in the next phase of the protocol to create the masks ("File" > "Save Data"). 4 Repeat the operations described in the points 2 and 3 for all the stacks of the references lipids.
For creating the masks that we used for the micropolarity classification we divided the reference lipids into three different classes. Here we show how to generate the Non-Polar mask from the phasor data, but the process is identical for the Polar and Hyper-Polar lipids. We identify and draw the position of the NP ROI considering data from two reference lipids, the Cholesteryl Stearate (CS), the Oleic acid triglyceride (TO) and a mixture of these two lipids (TO + CS).
5 Select the ribbon "Apps" > "Create Mask From Data". This command opens the window Generate Masks that allows generating the masks from the reference lipid data. 6 Press the "Load Data" button and select the file you want to import (i.e. test1.mat). A window opens allowing to associate these data to a reference lipid. In this particular case TO is associated to I Data and CS to II Data. Confirm the operation by pressing OK. In the case of multiple acquisitions of the same reference, it is possible to store up to four acquisitions in the same group (Fig. 2C and D) . After the CS and TO reference data are imported, the phasor plot that is characteristic for a Non-Polar lipid environment is displayed in the window (Fig. 2A) . The pseudo-coloured scale of the 2-D histogram is proportional to the number of pixel having that particular position in the phasor plot. To delete the outliers and the less significant zones from the plot by excluding the points with lower statistical weight in the histogram, it is possible to cancel out the values below the 5 th percentile.
This operation can be done by setting the value 0.95 in the "Probability" box. 7 Save the data pushing the "Save Data" button (i.e. NP.mat). 8 Push on "Clear all data" and repeat the points 6-7-8 for the other two groups (P and HP). (A and B) is shown the generation of the phasor plot through the collection and the processing of the data from the NP reference lipids. Load Data button opens the window that allow to group the data if multiple measurements was made on the same kind of lipid or to create a new group (as shown for the CS between A and B). In C and D the final merge of the data for generating the P and NP masks respectively are reported. Fig. 3 . The window allows to manage the masks to avoid the masks overlap. After loading the masks data of the reference lipids NP, P and HP, the software automatically calculates and reports the percentage of area intersections of the different groups (blue It is very likely that some regions of the three areas in the phasor plot obtained through the previous operations may belong to two or more groups. This is essentially due to the noise, which widens the distribution of the points in the phasor plot and, in few cases, causes a fraction of point to fall closer to regions associated to another reference lipid. This must be avoided because the method is intrinsically based on the decision to divide the lipids in a discrete number of groups according to the micropolarity value which, on the contrary, varies continuously.
So, as the objective is to assign each point of the phasor plot to at most one group (NP, P, HP), it is essential to avoid these overlaps. For this purpose:
9 Select the ribbon "Options" > "Modify existing masks to avoid their overlap" in the same window that we used before ("Generate Mask") and open the three data files pushing the "Add" buttons in the "Manage the masks overlap" window (Fig. 3) . The overlap between the different groups is automatically quantified and reported by the software (blue rectangle 1 in Fig. 3 ) 10 To avoid the overlap, select the masks in the pop-up menu at the bottom of the window and push the last "Ok" button ("Avoid the overlap following the % criteria"). The algorithm assigns the different pixels of the phasor plot to a specific class (HP, P or NP) based on the weight that the pixel has in them. For example, if both the 0.5% of the NP region points and the 0.05% of the P region points fall in a certain point of the phasor plot, that point will be assigned to the NP ROI. 11 Save the three masks using the button "Save Mask" (i.e. NPmask.mat, Pmask.mat and HPmask. mat).
Phasor-based analysis of cells: micropolarity map creation, polarity profile, metabolic index
Image analysis
After the creation of the masks, we can start the analysis of the cells stacks of images for the division and the quantification of their lipids into the three different classes.
1 Open one of the stacks of images that you want to analyse, as described in the point 2 of the paragraph above (remember: PhasorM can only opens tiff files). To reduce the impact of the stochastic noise in the calculation of the phasor coordinates make a "despeckle" by selecting the ribbon "Image Processing" > "Median Filter" (by default it is suggested to fix the value 3 for both n and m parameters). This process thickens the points distribution in the phasor plot. After this it is necessary to set a threshold ("Image Processing" > "Threshold") which will depend on the image characteristics. This operation removes the presence of the background pixels in the image and hence in the phasor plot, without altering the contribution of the pixels carrying information about lipids micropolarity. 2 Segment the image by recalling the masks that you have created before and drawing them on the phasor plot: select the box "From Mask" on the top and left of the image and push the "Fix Roi" button, this opens a window for choosing the file of the saved mask (i.e. NPmask.mat). 3 Repeat this operation for each of the three classes: we have first recalled the Non-Polar lipids data, then the Polar and the Hyper Polar.
Data extraction
The image segmentation is now complete, as shown in the right panel of the main window (Fig. 4B ). The software assigns three different colours (blue, green and red) to the pixels which fall respectively in the first, the second or the third area limited by the mask's boundaries. The image reveals the distribution of different classes of lipids within the cells, aiding to distinguish intracellular rectangle 1). Select the number of the masks from the pop-up menus and eliminate the overlap by pushing on the lower Ok button in the figure (Avoid the overlap following the % criteria). This avoid the intersections between the three masks. membranes, vesicles and lipid droplets. Brightness and contrast can be regulated through the panel in the upper right of the main window (Fig. 4C) , and just to the left of it, there is the "Save Image" button (red rectangle on the right of Fig. 4A ) which can be used for saving the image in the desired format. Similarly, to save the phasor plot, push on "Save Phasor Plot" button (red rectangle on the left of Fig. 4A ) that will open a window, from which is it possible to make many different operations on the image. The image processing and the operations described above also produce some relevant #1 ROI, #2 ROI and #3 ROI respectively), as well as other important quantities calculated by the phasor analysis: G av , S av , w av and R av . In particular, the w av value (graphically and mathematically described in the E panel) emerges as the most important index which can better summarize the metabolic state of the sample. quantitative information, which indicates the metabolic state of the cells and the fraction of the lipids classes within the sample. As described in [1] , the most significant index which summarises the condition of the lipidic metabolism is the w av value. It is defined as the arctangent of the ratio between the average value of the sine and cosine, calculated for the angles between the points in the phasor plot and the G axis (graphic explanation and equation in Fig. 4E ). Other relevant values reported in the left of the main window (Fig. 4D) are R av , the average of the second polar coordinates, G av and S av , the average of the two coordinates in the Cartesian system. Just below the panels that report the previous four values, other three boxes display the fractions of lipids belong to the different groups identified by the masks (#1 ROI, #2 ROI, #3 ROI in Fig. 4D ). To find, for example, the percentage of the blue pixels in the image compared with all those enlightened it is necessary to take the value in the corresponding box, namely the #1 ROI, and multiply by 100.
All of these quantities can be exported to a new or an existent Excel file (.xlxs) by selecting the ribbon "File" > "Export Data to Excel" and then choosing from the displayed menu what data would save. It is also possible to collect all the data in a Matlab file, including the phasor plot and the original images, by choosing the option "Save Data" in the "File" ribbon from the main window. In this case, all the data will be collected in a structure within the Matlab file (.m) which is called Phasor.
